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4.2 Mode
The default test mode of the system is 'Fast' and the default analysis mode is 'Pure'. With 'Fast' test 
mode the laser power default is 100mW.  The user can adjust the modes according to the sample.
(1) Test mode
Fast: user only needs to set the power, and the integral time is 
automatically adjusted according to the sample signal value; 
Precision: user can set the power, integral time, and integral number 
according to the sample
(2) Analysis mode
Pure: A substance that shows the highest match after
comparison
Mixture: Shows the probability of the substance contained in the sample 
after comparison
(3) Network comparison
After comparing the data, you need to connect to the network and log in.
(4) Remove background:
Automatically removes background data after testing
(5) Safety mode:
When this mode is selected, an alarm can be issued in advance for the 
detection of flammable and explosive substances.

(2) After the sample test comparison is completed, the display results are as follows:

NFPA704 logo

White is the test spectrum 
Red is the standard spectrum

Test result

Click to view current 
sample details

Current location
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4.7 Build Libraries
How to enter: homepage => Build library
In addition to the database provided by the manufacturer, the user can also create their own 
database. Enter the Build Libraries interface, set the parameters in the settings interface, and click 
the Check button to perform data collection. Then click the 'Generate Database' button to generate your 
own database. You can also read the data from the saved data to generate a database (build 
libraries=> menu bar => view). When generating the database, please note that you must select a 
category. If there is no category, you will need to create a new category. The sample name cannot be the 
same as an existing sample. If a sample name is repeated, it will ask you to change the name.

Setting

Generate database
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4.9 Parameter Settings
How to enter: homepage => Settings => Parameter setting

• Current power: display the current power
• WIFI switch: turn on and off WiFi - green indicates on
• Bluetooth switch: turn on and off Bluetooth -  green indicates on
• Network comparison: turn on and off  network comparison which sends the data to the server for 

comparison, and returns the comparison result. Green indicates on.
• Language: Choose between Simplified Chinese and English
• Compare Filter (%): Filter the results. Results below the set value are not displayed.
• Auto clear cache: set to automatically clear the cache data, including temporary data and photos

4.10 Factory Settings
The wavelength can be changed in the factory settings. This cannot be restored if change. If 
necessary, please contact StellarNet for assistance.
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(3) Delete database: Click to enter the delete database interface, you can only delete the self-built database;
(4) Update online: Open the Library Management interface, open Update in the upper right corner and wait 
for completion.

(1) Import database: Click to enter the import database interface, and automatically call the database in the 
"StellarNet.us\ fe \ selfSmaple" directory. After selecting it, you can import it into the APP to participate in 
comparison and display;
(2) Export database: Click to enter the export database interface, select the data to be exported, and
the data is encrypted and exported to the "StellarNet.us \ fe \ selfSmaple" directory in a standard 
format. Only the self-built database can be exported;

Handheld Raman Analyzer 
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4.14 Report Management

How to enter: Home => Report Management
Enter the report management interface to view saved reports. When viewing a report, click the menu in 
the upper right corner to print the report. The red PDF symbol indicates a batch report, and the blue PDF 
symbol indicates it is a single sample report. The gray symbol is the sample data saved without the 
report, which cannot be printed.
Print: Enter the print page to view the Bluetooth device that the StellarRAM is paired with. The green printer is 
the default printer. If the printing fails, select the printer and click "Test Printer Connection" to see if the 
printer and the StellarRAM are successfully connected.
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Step 5: Save the comparison result, click the menu bar => report => enter signature => generate 
report, click menu bar in the upper right corner => save.
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